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ABSTRACT

We present an isolated analytical model for the ohmic heating in the interior of hot jupiters, treating
the wind zone as a parameterized boundary condition. Under a conserved estimation of the strength
of induced field and the assumption of an isothermal-convective planet model, we conclude that the
mechanism of ohmic heating may not explain the over-inflated radius of hot jupiters along. We also
develop a new time dependent evolution model for hot jupiters with ohmic heating, further show
that ohmic heating is important only when the planet mass is small or the planet is at late stage of
evolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

A puzzling property stands out ever since the discov-
ery of the very first transiting planet HD209458b is the
abnormally large radius of a significant large fraction of
transiting planet. (Baraffe et al. 2010) Guillot & Show-
man (2002) pointed out that if certain amount of heating
(∼ 1% stellar flux) can be deposited in the convection
zone of the planet, then the over-inflated radius can be
explained. But how to bring the required energy down to
the interior of planet remains to be a question. Several
explanations are proposed, such as a downward kinetic
flux due to atmosphere circulation, and tidal dissipation.
But each have problem to account for all observed radius.
Batygin & Stevenson (2010) provided a new magneto-

hydrodynamic mechanism to serve as the heating source
in the interior of over-inflated hot jupiters. The idea is to
transfer the kinetic energy of the flow in the wind zone
into the ohmic power by generating an induced current
from the dipole field of the planet. The downward part
of the induced current will bring the energy inside the
convection zone and dissipation the ohmic power in the
interior. Perna et al. (2010a,b) also pointed out the pos-
sible importance of magnetic drag on the dynamics of
the flow in the atmosphere, and also found a significant
amount of energy could be dissipated by Ohmic heating.
Here we want to apply this idea to a new aspect of

view, by separately considering the planet interior and
wind zone. The aim is first to explore the parameter
space and independently examine the physics in differ-
ent layers of the atmosphere that influence the amount
of ohmic heating. We also further introduce in a new
evolution model, allowing ourselves to focus on the time
history of planet entropy, and discuss various possibilities
of planet evolution routines, expanding beyond Batygin
et al. (2011)’s restriction on constant ohmic power.
The plan of the paper is as following: We will describe

our toy models for interior ohmic heating in section §2.
Then in §3 we are going to discuss the basic elements
that build up the model. After that, we will present our
results for both steady states models and time evolution
models in §4.
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Fig. 1.— The plane parallel model configuration: A vertical field
Bz is sheared by the wind vy in the wind zone. An induced field b
is produced by the shear.

2. DISTRIBUTION OF INDUCED CURRENT

2.1. Plane Parallel Model

To first look at the general property of the magnetic
field and induced current, we develop a plane parallel
model, divide the planet into three layers, representing
the out most isothermal layer, with pressure lower than
30mbar, the wind zone, between 30mbar and 10bar and
the interior of the planet, as in Figure 1, from top to
bottom.
As shown in Figure 1, vertical field �B is sheared by the

wind in the wind zone. The shearing velocity is described
by vy(z) exp (ikx). An induced field �b is generated by
solve the induction equation Eq 1.

∂ �B

∂t
= −∇× η(∇× �B) +∇× (�v/c× �B) (1)

in which, η is the resistivity profile, η = c2

4πσ . This in-
duced field can penetrates the interior of the planet and
provide a vertical current inside. Because there is no
wind in the interior, the induced equation is simplified
as ∇ × (η∇ × �b) = 0. If we assume the conductivity
is constant, the solution gives �b = e

±kz
ŷ and jz = ikb.

Both the field and current decrease exponentially in the
interior, leaves a surface layer in the interior with thick-
ness 2π/k. A more general case of this model can be
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presented as Eq 2.
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= 0 (2)

The solution is similar, however, the variation of conduc-
tivity σ on the depth z can change the thickness of the
surface layer.

2.2. Spherical Shell Model

Based on the analysis for the plane parallel model, we
can figure out that the properties of the field and current
in the interior of planet is only determined by three fac-
tors: the geometry of the shearing velocity in the wind
zone, the magnitude of the induced field at the top of
the convection zone and the profile of the conductivity in
the interior. And the both of the first two factors can be
turn into boundary conditions if we want to focus on the
interior only. Since the heating inside convection zone
is the most important part for inflating the planet and
the wind zone is complicate for simple consideration, we
will separately considerate these two layers. In this part,
we will first estimate what boundary condition we can
generate from the wind zone and then process detailed
calculation in the interior layer. The position of the lay-
ers are the same as in the plane parallel model, and the
radiative/convective boundary is taken at approximately
100bar. In this way, we can have a good understanding
of the importance of ohmic heating for hot jupiters.
We consider a simple geometry with a dipole field and

an one jet wind sheared in the θ̂ direction �v = v0 sin θ φ̂.
The induced toroidal field produced by this shearing ge-
ometry is �Bφ = Bφ0 sin θ cos θφ̂. We seek for a steady
states for the induction equation Eq 1 in spherical coor-
dinates. In the interior, where �v × �B = 0, the equation
reduced to be

∇× η(∇× Bφφ̂) = 0 (3)

Assume spherical symmetric, we can decompose the in-
duced field into a radial component and an angle com-
ponent. Bφ(r) = g(r)

r Y20. By eliminate the angle com-
ponent, we obtain

g
��(r)− d lnσ

dr
g
�(r)− l(l + 1)

g(r)

r2
= 0 (4)

l = 2 is the index of spherical homonic Y20. This can be
analytical solved when σ has a power-law dependence on
radius. When σ ∝ r

α, the solution is

g(r)∼r
(1+α)+

√
(1+α)2+24
2 (5)

With the Ampere’s law �J = c
4π∇ × �B, we obtain a

radial component of current Jr in the interior, and the
angle component Jθ vanishes at the boundary of the wind
zone. The power in the interior can be calculated as

P =

� �
J
2
r

σ
r
2 sin θ dθ dφ (6)

A specific case is when conductivity is constant. α = 0,
so that the solution of g(r) reduce to ∝ r

3. And the
induced field and radial current are simply Bφ ∝ r

2 and
Jr ∝ r.

3. INGRIDIANT OF THE MODEL

In this section, we are going to discuss several ingre-
dients in the calculation. The first component is the
influence of the geometry in the wind zone. The second
is the strength of induced field in the boundary of wind
zone. The third is to the profile of conductivity in the
interior.

3.1. Geometry of the Shearing Velocity

Though the geometry of the velocity profile in the wind
zone is complicated and uncertain, we can have some sim-
ple prescriptions by assuming azimuthal symmetry. The
shearing velocity can be written with vφ ∝ sin lθ to repre-
sent a retrograde motion, as a more general expression for
examples in Batygin et al. (2011), which gives a spher-
ical hormonic with the lth order Yl0. A solution with
constant conductivity from Eq 5 gives B ∝ r

l. It indi-
cates, the more zonal jets in the profile of wind zone, the
shallower the induced field penetrates inside the planet.

3.2. Magnitude of the Induced Field

From the balance between the diffusion of the dipole
field and the generation of the induced field, we can ob-
tain:

Bφ

Br
= RM =

4πσHvφ

c2
(7)

in which, H is the local pressure scale height and vφ is
the averaged wind speed. When the wind speed is taken
to be 1km/s, the strength of induced field is

Bφ = Br
σ

10−3S/m

H

0.01RJ

vφ

1km/s
(8)

There are two major consideration to constrain the
strength of the likely upper atmosphere field Br.
Sánchez-Lavega (2004) argued that the field is generated
by the dynamo action in the metallic region, as in Jupiter
(Stevenson 1983). Field strength is closely related to the
rotation of the planet, with B ∼ (ρΩλB)

1
2 , this predicts

that the field on typical hot jupiters should be a factor
of few smaller than that on the Jupiter, the typical value
of equator field is approximately Beq ∼ 5G. However,
an opposite point of view gives a more optimistic esti-
mation. Christensen et al. (2009) argue that the field
is more dependent on the heat flux escaping from the
conductivity core when the rotation rates exits an upper
limit. B ∼ (ρF 2

core)
1
3 . In this way, the strength of field

on hot jupiter might be a order of magnitude larger than
estimated with the previous method.

3.3. profile of conductivity in the interior of hot jupiters

The conductivity in the upper atmosphere of hot
jupiters is dominate by the ionization of alkali metal,
for the surface temperature is not high enough to ionize
hydrogen and helium; on the contrast, in the hot interior
core with high pressure, the ionization hydrogen domi-
nates the conductivity.
There are a set of alkali metal which can contribute

to the conductivity in the atmosphere. We first look
at potassium which has the lowest ionization potential.
From the Saha equation,

x = [
fk

n
(
mekBT

2π�2 )3/2e−4.35eV/kBT ]
1
2
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= 1.03× 10−3
T

5/4
3 e

−25.19/T3(
fK

10−7
)1/2(

P

1bar
)−1/2 (9)

We then put in Na, Fe, Mg with the same method,
but it turns out they are not as important as the role
of potassium as long as the temperature is lower than
2000K. The conductivity is then determined by the colli-
sion of electron and neutron hydrogen. σ = nee

2

meν
= 3.1×

1015x/T 1/2
4 , with the collision frequency ν = nn�σv�e

given by Draine et al. (1983) as:

�σv�e = 10−15(
128kT

4πme
)1/2cm3s−1 (10)

In the deeper part of the planet, the hydrogen is ion-
ized by high pressure and the conductivity is dominated
by electron-proton collision. In the fully degenerated
limit, νepd = 4e4meΛ/3π�2 = 1.8 × 1016s−1. In the
non-degenerated limit, νepnd = 5× 1014s−1(1− Ye). We
interpolate between this two limits to give an estimation
of the total contribution.
The comparison of the two parts of contribution to

the electron fraction and the conductivity are shown in
Figure 2(a).
Under more careful consideration, there exists a tran-

sition phase which will dominate the conductivity when
the temperature is high enough so that the conductiv-
ity due to the alkali metals are small and the pressure
is not high enough to ionize the hydrogen. Liu et al.
(2006) pointed out, before the fully ionization of hydro-
gen molecule, the band-gap of hydrogen will diminish
with the increase of pressure. This insulator to conduc-
tor transition can be written as a semiconductor conduc-
tivity:

σ = σ0exp(
−Eg(ρ)

kBT
) (11)

Between 0.2Mbar and 1.8Mbar, Eg = 20.3−64.7ρ, where
Eg is in eV, and ρ is in mol. σ0 = 3.4×1020exp(−44ρ)s−1.
While between 0.1Mbar and 0.2Mbar, σ0 = 0.5×1018s−1.
Figure 2(c) is the final conductivity profile for the planet.
Noted that though conductivity σ varies with pressure in
almost ten magnitudes, when look at the radius space,
it’s nearly constant in the interior of the planet.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Analytical Result

We can estimate the power from the ohmic heating
per unit mass by taken Pm = J

2
/(σρ). Here we assume

σ = const is a good approximation, then we can take
Bφ(r) ∝ r

2 and Jr ∝ r. If we fixed the field strength at
the bottom of the wind zone, then

Pm =
J
2

σρ
=

B
2
φ0

r2σρ
(
c

4π
)2 (12)

= 10−1erg/s/g(
Bφ

10G
)2(

r

RJ
)−2(

σ

106s−1
)−1(

ρ

10−4g/cm3
)−1

= 10−15erg/s/g(
Bφ

10G
)2(

rc

10−4RJ
)−2(

σ

1016s−1
)−1(

ρ

1g/cm3
)−1

Eq 12 displays the possible heating per unit mass at the
top of the convection zone and the very center of the
planet. We can indicate from this that the heating is
dominated by the top layer of the convection zone. The
overall heating deposited in the interior then can be es-
timated as:

Pohm = 4πPtopR
2
ρH = 1016W(

Bφ0

10G
)2(

σt

106s−1
)−1(

H

0.01RJ
)

(13)
In which, σt is the conductivity at the top of the convec-
tion zone, and H is the scale height of effective heating
layer. This total amount of heating is not strongly de-
pendent on the radial current profile in terms of pressure.
Since we scale with the top most induced current, only
the heating in the highest pressure region will be sensi-
tive to the radius dependence of induced current, but it
is negligible when compare to the overall heating. There-
fore, it’s also a good approximation if taking the interior
current as a constant.

4.2. Fixed Structure Model

The magnetic field structure in the planet interior is
obtained by solving Eq 3 for a preset conductivity profile
in Figure 2(c). This conductivity profile is calculated for
a planet structure built up from the inside out by

dM

dr
=4πρr2 (14)

dP

dr
=−ρ

GM

r2
(15)

dT

dr
=

T

P
∇dP

dr
(16)

For this paticular model, we make the center temperature
and pressure to be Tc = 3 × 104K, Pc = 2 × 107bar.
We also take the isothermal sphere temperature Tiso =
1400K and the induced magnetic field Bφ = 10G at P =
100bar as the out boundary condition. (Here after we
call this model our standard model.)
We set ∇ = ∇ad when T > Tiso so the planet is adi-

abatic in the interior; after the temperature decreases
to Tiso from inside out, we make the planet isothermal.
The EOS is taken with helium fraction Y = 0.25. The
solved planet structure is shown in Figure 3. The so-
lution for induced field, the ohmic power per unit mass
and the integrated ohmic power are shown in Figure 4.
We integrate the power below P = 100bar, which gives
Pohm(P � 100bar) = 9.68× 1015W. We over-plotted the
final solutions with analytical result from Eq 12 when
assuming B ∝ r

2 (red and dashed line in Figure 4(b),
4(c)) . The comparison indicates it is quite a good ap-
proximation if we only want to estimate the ohmic power
with an order of magnitude accuracy. Batygin & Steven-
son (2010) reported in their HD209458b model an ohmic
power of 1.09 × 1016W for the same set of parameters.
However, we also calculate a model with helium fraction
Y = 0.3, which gives Pohm(P � 100bar) = 9.70×1015W.
This indicates that the ohmic power we obtain in the in-
terior of planet is hardly related with the helium fraction,
depart from what’s shown in the Table 1 of Batygin &
Stevenson (2010).
Since we want to further look into the feed back of

ohmic heating to the structure of planet, we modify our
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equation set above, add in heating term as:

∇=min (∇rad,∇ad) (17)

∇rad=
3κL

16πcGM

P

aT 4
(18)

dL

dr
=4πr2ρ(�− T

ds

dT
) =

�
J
2

σ
dV − 4πr2ρT

ds

dT
(19)

J =
c

4π
∇×Bφ (20)

∇× (η∇×Bφ) = 0 (21)

Here we are required to consider the opacity carefully
inside the planet. We compute our opacity by com-
bine the interpolated data from Freedman’s radiative
opacity table and Potekhin’s conductivity opacity ta-
ble. The Rosseland mean opacity is obtained by κ =
(κ−1

rad + κ
−1
cond)

−1. In the intermediate pressure range
where neither opacity tables cover, we assume the scal-
ing κ ∝ P

0.5. Opacity profile for our standard model is
shown in Figure 5, over-plotted with opacity taken from
MESA using the same planet structure. We can see there
is some disagreement, especially between 103 − 105bar.
If we consider the steady state solution only, then dL

dr =
4πr2ρ�. Since the ohmic power is small in the center of
the planet and the opacity drops in high pressure region
due conductivity opacity, it might be difficult to keep the
planet convective by heating only.
We estimated how much heating is needed to make the

inner core convective by setting ∇ad = ∇rad. Form Eq
22, we can see this requirement far exceeds what we are
able to get from the ohmic heating. If we want to keep
the model convective, cooling flux is required. Since the
cooling flux varies from time, it’s necessary to make a
time dependent model.

J
2

σρ
=

16πacT 4
G∇ad

3κP
(22)

= 10−6erg/s/g(
Tc

3× 104K
)4(

κ

3cm2/g
)−1(

Pc

2× 107bar
)−1(

∇ad

0.3
)

4.3. Time Dependent Result

Inspired by the approach of Arras & Bildsten (2006),
we compute our time dependent model in a statistic sur-
vey way, instead of doing time integration for a particu-
lar model. The assumptions are as following: a) all the
models we are looking for are fully convective inside and
isothermal outside, which means the sum of the cool-
ing flux and ohmic heating is large enough to keep the
interior convective. b) the Bφ ∝ r

2 law is a good approx-
imation for all the models when calculates the amount
of ohmic power dissipated in the interior. c) the induced
field Bφ0 at the bottom of the wind zone is kept to be
constant due to some mechanism, one of the most likely
reason is the magnetic Reynolds number is limited to or-
der of 1 by magnetic drag on the wind. d) All the planet
with the same mass follows the same entropy time his-
tory.
Based on these assumptions, we build a number of

models by varying center entropy Sc and pressure Pc
in a large parameter space. (6 < Sc < 10, 102bar <

Pc < 109bar). From these models, we are able to calcu-
late the corresponding cooling flux for a different mod-

els. If no heating is involved, the cooling flux equals to
the luminosity of the planet. The planet luminosity L

is defined as the radiative luminosity calculated at the
isothermal/convective boundary, with ∇rad = ∇ad.

−MT̄dS/dt = L =
16πGcMr

3κP
aT

4∇ad (23)

We use T̄ to represent the mass weighted average tem-
perature, and Mr is the mass inside the convection zone.
If we bin the models into different masses, we can re-
produce the evolution history for a fixed planet mass by
integrating forward in time for the entropy. In Figure
6, we compare our result with Paxton et al. (2011) for
the cooling history of Jupiter mass planet. (Note: here
I need to over-plot with Paxton’s data). It’s interesting
that we find out the ratio between planet luminosity and
mass is a function only depend on the center entropy of
the planet, as seen in the green lines of Figure 7.
When ohmic heating is under consideration, the cool-

ing flux and the ohmic heating power provide the planet
luminosity together:

dS/dt = −(L−
�

J
2
/σ dV )/(T̄M)

We compute the time history of the planet luminosity
and ohmic power in the same way as the cooling only
case in Figure 8. We can see that as the planet is cool-
ing, the ohmic power of the planet is increasing, and
gradually dominates the contribution of the cooling flux.
After the ohmic power dominates the cooling flux, our
assumption of fully convective planet may not be valid
any more. Fortunately, the thermal timescale inside the
planet already becomes really long after this critical age,
and the planet entropy is maintained by the ohmic heat-
ing deposited in the planet interior. So we can view the
evolution afterwards as a quasi steady state. We no-
tice that planets with smaller mass can obtain a higher
ohmic power, and reach steady states earlier. We also
plot the relation between interior ohmic power and cen-
ter entropy for different mass planets in the red lines of
Figure 7. The fitting indicates that the interior ohmic
power is likely inverse proportion to the planet mass.
It’s important to ask what’s the age of a planet with a

particular mass when reaches a steady state. In Figure
9, we report that the result is sensitive to the strength of
Bφ0. For Bφ0 equals 10G, a 0.3MJ hot jupiter can reach
steady states in 1Gyrs, while a 1MJ hot jupiter will take
longer than 100Gyrs to cool. (Here we set the isothermal
sphere temperature to be 1400K.)
We can also vary the isothermal sphere temperature

and estimated the required Bφ0 to make the planet en-
ter steady states within 1Gyrs. We find that, in Figure
10, for hotter planet, stronger induced field is needed to
obtain important ohmic heating. This is because the in-
terior ohmic heating is closely related to the conductivity
at the bottom of the wind zone; while the conductivity
increase with temperature, the ohmic heating reduce if
induced field is fixed. But we should also point out, for
hotter planet, there is higher chance to obtain stronger
induced field due to stronger wind in the atmosphere. So
this result does not simply mean it is more difficult to
make ohmic heating important in hotter planet.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.— From left to right: a) the electron fraction contribution of different component. Dashed: potassium; Dotted: ionized hydro-
gen; Solid: potassium and ionized hydrogen. b) the conductivity contribution of different component. Dotted: potassium; Solid: total
contribution with potassium and ionized hydrogen. c) the final profile of conductivity with all three components.

Fig. 3.— structure profile. From left to right: mass radius relationship of model, final planet mass is 0.96MJ , radius is 1.25RJ ; thermal
structure of model, planet atmosphere turn to be isothermal above P = 100bar; entropy profile of planet, center entropy is ∼ 8, outer
entropy is ∼ 12.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.— From left to right: a) the solution of magnetic field versus radius (Black and solid line) over-plotted with fitting function B ∝ r2

(Red and dashed line). b) The power per unit mass versus pressure (Black and solid line) over-plotted with result from assuming B ∝ r2

(Red and dashed line). c) The integrated power versus pressure (Black and Solid line) over-plotted with result from assuming B ∝ r2.
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Fig. 5.— The opacity profile of the model by combine two tables
as mentioned in the text. (Solid). MESA opacity (Red Solid).
Opacity approximated by κ ∝ P 0.5. (Dotted)

Fig. 6.— The cooling curve without heating for 1MJ (Blue)
and 3MJ (Red) planet calculated from our time dependent model.
Note: Here we need to over-plot these with referenced data.

Fig. 7.— Mass weighted planet luminosity and the interior ohmic
heating versus center entropy. Blue cross, black asterisk, yellow
cross, light blue cross represent planets in different mass bins:
0.3MJ , 1.0MJ , 3.0MJ , 6.0MJ . Green lines are the fitting for L/M
versus S, mass is in the units of MJ . Red lines are the fitting
for Pohm versus S. L/M is only the function of S, L = Mf(S).
For fixed enter entropy, the planet with smaller mass can obtain a
higher ohmic power.

If we look at the final radius resulted from ohmic heat-
ing with Bφ = 10G and assuming Tiso = 1400K for dif-
ferent planet mass, they are obvious not inflated enough
to explain the observed radius. (Figure 11) For example,
HD209458b has a observed radius of 1.35RJ with mass
0.7MJ , while we can only obtain a radius of 1.25RJ from
the calculation. This is because the power we introduced
into the planet interior is far smaller than the received
stellar luminosity. In the case of our standard model,

Fig. 8.— The time history of planet luminosity and ohmic heating
for 0.3MJ (Yellow), 0.6MJ (Blue), 1MJ (Green) and 3MJ (Red)
planet. Planet luminosity decrease with time because of cooling,
while the ohmic heating increase with time. The crossing point of
the two lines indicates where the ohmic heating provides all the
planet luminosity.

T=1500K, J=constant
Fig. 9.— The age of planet when ohmic heating dominates versus

planet mass, different lines are calculated with models assuming Bφ
at the bottom of the wind zone to be 3G, 10G, 30G, 100G.

M=0.3,1,3 MJFig. 10.— The strength of magnetic field required for ohmic
heating to dominate inside 1Gyrs versus the isothermal sphere tem-
perature. Different lines are calculated with models with different
planet mass: 0.3MJ , 1MJ and 3MJ .

the stellar luminosity is 1022W, and the heating in the
interior is only one millionth of it, 1016W. However, in
this prediction, we limit our model with conserved in-
put parameter so that the ohmic heating looks incapable
to explain the observed radius alone. There are several
uncertainties that might make the situation more opti-
mistic, we will discuss each of them separately in the
following section.
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Fig. 11.— The time history of planet radius with different planet
mass. Red: 3MJ , Green: 1MJ , Blue: 0.6MJ and Yellow: 0.3MJ .
All the models are calculated with Bφ = 10G.

4.4. Limitation of the model

As described above, under all the assumptions we
make, if ohmic heating itself can provide an explanation
to the over-inflated radius of hot jupiters is questionable.
However, there are several significant uncertainties due
to the boundary conditions from the wind zone.
First, the strength of the induced field Bφ generated

by the wind is not well constrained. We’ve already dis-
cussed the uncertainties risen from the dipole field Br in
§3.2. A factor more difficult to be determined is the limit
of the magnetic Reynolds number RM . Recall that this
dimensionless number depends on the product of conduc-
tivity and wind speed. While the conductivity increase
with temperature exponentially, will the strength of in-
duced field also increase unlimited? We already know a
RM large enough will bring in additional physics such as
dynamo. And there are several other possibilities that
might limit the amplitude of Bφ. Among them, mag-
netic drag and turbulence diffusivity are two major is-
sues. (This part should be discussed more detailed later
on). But an exact upper limit of the field is not set. At
this stage, we consider RM equals an order of unity to
be a reasonable approximation by inserting typical num-
bers of conductivity and wind speed from hot jupiter’s
atmosphere. By doing this, we limit ourselves under a
maximum amount of heating and neglecting the possi-
bility of thermal instability result from the sharp de-
pendence of conductivity on temperature. Also, in our
treatment, the induced field is an independent parame-
ter from the planet properties such as Tiso and central
entropy, which might not be true in real case. In gen-
eral, a hotter isothermal atmosphere is able to produce

stronger induced field, for the planet receive more energy
from the stellar flux.
Second, the position of wind zone as well as the ra-

diative/ convective boundary is not well defined. We’ve
been ignoring the existence of a radiative layer between
the isothermal atmophere and the convection zone and
chose P = 100bar as our isothermal/convective bound-
ary. At the same time, we fix the wind zone at P =
10bar. These choices are reasonable for our standard
model. However, the position of the radiative/convective
boundary varies a lot with different central entropy.
Studies show that a S = 8 planet may have a much
deeper convection zone than a S = 10 planet. Since the
total interior heating is dominate by the surface layer of
the convection zone, significant change will present when
we move this boundary. Meanwhile, in the early stage of
evolution, when the radiative/convective boundary is at
low pressure (lower than P = 10bar, we need to re-justify
the validity of the assumption that the position of wind
zone is at 10bar.

5. CONCLUSION

In this project we present a toy model which care-
fully reconstruct the ohmic heating in the interior of hot
jupiters. With boundary condition chosen to represent
the typical properties of wind zone, we can obtain the
level of heating deposited in the convection zone and ex-
amine its significance to the evolution of the planet. We
also introduce in a new way to look into the time depen-
dent evolution model, though which, we reproduce the
time history of hot jupiter under different conditions of
ohmic heating. If limit our model to a reasonable esti-
mation of the isothermal temperature Tiso = 1400K and
a induced field Bφ = 10G, we find out that ohmic heat-
ing won’t be important for the evolution of a 1MJ planet
before 10Gyrs and the radius of planet already shrinks
to a value that small than what’s observed. We can im-
ply from this conclusion that either additional heating
method is needed to explain to enormous radius or we
need to relax our restrictions of the model to increase the
amount of heating inject inside the convection zone.
To be conclude, future effort need to be made in realis-

tic models for the atmosphere circulation so that better
constrain can be obtain for the interior heating. Mod-
els with radiative zone are also worth to be checked more
carefully for it determines where the boundary of interior
sits.
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